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Do you remember where you were when you first heard
news of the pandemic? Finding Light in a Lost Year will
take you there. Readers can watch it unfold through the eyes
of Roni Wright, a successful travel agent with an architect
husband and two lively young children. Month by month
the story details the real statistics of the pandemic against
the aﬀect on the fictional Wright family. As the reality of
the pandemic unfurls, Roni’s life also unravels. Jobs, school,
and social life are put on hold as the worst pandemic in 100
years takes over. Roni and her family are shaken to the core
with trials and tragedies but in the midst of it all, they find
hope. You will cheer as they work their way out of darkness
into a better place.
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“Gives readers a chance to see the
diﬃculties many of us faced during the
pandemic and to embrace the surprising
gifts as well!”
—Jill Kraft Thompson, award-winning author
Finding Jill: How I Rebuilt My Life After Losing the
Five People I Loved Most

“Readers will laugh and cry and want to shake a
character or two…”
—Debbie Haupt, blogger, The Reading Frenzy
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